Increased demand for treatment of skin wrinkles has led to a proliferation of different pharmaceutical and surgical treatment methods. However there still remains a lack of quantitative, objective, easily utilizable and reproducible wrinkle classification system by which these treatments can be studied and compared. We propose the use of a novel photometric stereo based technique as a potentially efficient and economical way for quantitative evaluation of skin topography. Also presented is an algorithm for improving depth estimates of skin using photometric stereo and Fractals based technique for quantification of skin topography which unlike existing 2D roughness parameters makes use of complete 3D topographical information.
Introduction

Existing wrinkle grading systems and imaging techniques
In the absence of practical and effective 2D or 3D skin evaluation techniques, clinicians make use of wrinkle grading scales for assessing the efficacy of skin rejuvenation techniques, photo damage analysis and skin ageing. These grading scales can be categorised into three types i.e. descriptive, visual analogue and photographic scales. Most of these scales are intended for assessment of specific body regions, such as cheek sagging, crow's feet [1] , nasolabial folds [2] , lip fullness [3] , marionette lines [4] , forehead wrinkles [5] while a few are intended for the entire face [6] . The drawback of these scales is that the quality of scoring is strongly influenced by the level of experience of the examiner as the assessment is based on a subjective visual perception of lines and wrinkles rather than actual physical measurements. The scales are not malleable to different ethnic groups and suffer from low inter-observer agreement and intra-observer repeatability [7] . Several 2D and 3D techniques do exist that are intended to offer a more objective analysis of wrinkle treatments. These include line scanning based techniques, that are used for indirect measurement of skin relief, as well as mechanical and optical microscopy amongst these. However, their low scanning speed makes them unsuitable for everyday clinical analysis. Light transmission [8] is another indirect technique that uses replicas of skin for analysis, however this type of technique is very sensitive to artifacts in the replica moulds. A special vacuum pump for mixing replica material is required and this can be expensive and time consuming. Laser triangulation and fringe projection based techniques have also been used for in-vivo 3D skin surface analysis [9] , [10] , however they are limited to small area measurements and are also costly. A Photometric stereo based approach requires a single camera and multiple light sources for acquisition. It provides faster acquisition and processing times (depending on the type of camera used) and is cost effective. However its applications involving in-vivo quantitative analysis of skin roughness and topography measurement over larger areas, such as regions of the face, are scarce as the complex optical mechanism of the skin makes it difficult to obtain accurate recovery of the 3D skin topography. This paper presents a method to overcome these limitations and validates the skin measurements produced by this novel implementation of photometric stereo.
Interreflections in skin
The assumption associated with photometric stereo -that light incident on a surface is reflected from a single point -does not apply to concave shapes as they tend to cause light to bounce multiple times before returning to the detector, a phenomenon known as interreflection or mutual illumination. Wrinkles in the skin also suffer from interreflections as they are concave shapes, however the problem is different for skin from most materials as skin is not homogeneous or opaque and has complex optical properties that are not only different for various ethnic groups but also for area of the body under inspection. The published literature suggests that complex surfaces that exhibit interreflections have limited the application of photometric stereo for recovering 3D texture and 2D albedo. Yet it is highly suited to types of surfaces that contain fine texture, such as skin. This paper addresses this issue head on and proposes and describes an implementation of a novel methodology to mitigate the effects of interreflection when imaging human skin. Interreflections in general are dependent on surface albedo, higher the albedo higher will be the interreflections while low albedo surfaces suffer less from interreflections as investigated by Forsyth [11] . As a result of these interreflections, photometric stereo underestimates the depth at concave regions of the surface and gives a shallower shape of the original. Most of the work regarding interreflections has been done on opaque lambertian materials with the most relevant work done regarding interreflections in skin being based on the analysis of skin replicas [12] , [13] . The analysis based on skin replicas is different from actual skin as the optics and BRDF (Bidirectional reflectance distribution function) is different for both materials. Unlike replicas, human skin is translucent and has complex reflectance properties which not only vary with wavelength but also vary for different skin types (ethnicities).
Skin Optics
In trying to objectively analyse wrinkles, we are interested in the shape of the skin at the surface-its micro topography. Imaging this in any form has to account for the complex interactions of light with the skin. The outer layers of skin are not opaque. What we see is a composition of the effect that both the micro topography of the surface as well as its underlying constituents have. Inherently skin can absorb and scatter light (part of the later leading to the measured reflectance). Over the entire visible spectrum, and for each skin type, the red part of the spectrum has the highest reflectance as shown in Fig 1. This decreases as the wavelength of light decreases towards the blue part of the spectrum. This variation in reflectance as a function of wavelength is very important, as the inter-reflection phenomenon is closely related to the surface albedo/reflectance. Areas such as grooves/wrinkles in the skin are most susceptible to inter-reflections as the hollow rounded/v-shaped geometry force light to bounce multiple times before reaching the camera sensor. However at shorter wavelengths the skin absorbs more light which increases the chances of absorption of a photon after inter-reflection, unlike at longer wavelengths, where the chances of photons reaching the camera sensor are greater as the skin absorption is less. Also important is the variation of skin BRDF with wavelength. BRDF describes how light is reflected from a surface and is represented as.
It is a function of incoming and outgoing light direction in spherical coordinates (θ x and ϕ x) , spatial position (x and y) and wavelength (λ). Its accurate description for a material under inspection can improve the accuracy of shape from shading algorithms, such as photometric stereo, which in its basic form assumes Lambertian BRDF. Most of the reported BRDF/BTF (Bidirectional Texture Function) measurements done for skin represent aggregates over the visible spectrum [15] [16] [17] and ignore variation in BRDF at individual wavelengths. However the measurements undertaken by [18] were 3rd International Conference on 3D Body Scanning Technologies, Lugano, Switzerland, 16-17 October 2012 over 544nm and 633nm wavelengths using a CASI® scatterometer device. These measurements show that there is considerable variation in skin BRDF for these wavelengths (i.e. green and red part of the visible spectrum) and is significantly different from Lambertian BRDF.
Methodology
Photometric stereo
Photometric stereo uses multiple images obtained from the same viewpoint but under different directions of illumination to recover surface normal data which in turn are used to determine the 3D surface topography. The photometric stereo technique implemented is based on the Lambertian reflectance model to extract the normal vector of every point on the image plane. According to Lambertian reflectance model, the reflected intensity at a point (i, j) on a surface with orientation n = (n x , n y , n z ), illuminated from light direction s = [cosθ sinσ, sinθ cosσ , cosσ ] (θ and σ are the tilt and slant angle respectively) is represented by:
Where p is the albedo, k is the light source intensity and θ i is the angle between unit light and normal vector. For 4 light sources, the image irradiance from each light direction is given by:
This can be extended to m light sources = .
Using (7) the surface normal can be calculated using the linear least square method.
Our photometric stereo device consists of 4 high power colour LEDs LZC-A0MD40 and a AVT Pike F100C camera. The dominant wavelength for each colour light is 462nm, 523nm and 625nm. The acquisition speed is around 0.6s and the measurement area is 65 x 65 mm 2 approx. The device has a 10.6mm depth of field to recover both micro and macro topography of skin as shown in Fig. 2 . Fig. 2 . 3D skin topography acquired using our photometric stereo device.
Skin replica and ground truth
To validate the measurements produced by our system four subjects were selected; among them, two were Caucasians and the other two Asians. The measurements were done on the forehead of all subjects by first imaging them directly using our photometric stereo device and then by producing a corresponding replica for the same skin location for each subject. All replicas were made using the SILFLO® impression material. The material has excellent flow and hardening characteristics, can reproduce very fine skin texture and has been widely used before for very fine replication of skin features [19] [20] [21] . These replicas were then imaged using a PRIMOS 4® device and used as a ground truth. The PRIMOS device is based on the principle of structured light 3D imaging and has already proven to work for wrinkles and scar evaluation and efficacy testing of skin treatments [10] , [22] [23] [24] .
Error Analysis
A cross-sectional view of the wrinkled region obtained from our photometric stereo based device is shown in Fig. 3 . It is clear that at concave parts of the skin (wrinkles) the error is significant for each colour light as red light suffered the most from interreflections due to lower albedo and underestimated the wrinkle depth while green and blue light overestimated the wrinkle depth due to non-diffuse BRDF. Since white light is an aggregate of all three colours it also overestimated the wrinkle as it has one part of red and two parts of green and blue combined.
Fig. 3. Cross-sectional view of the wrinkled region obtained from each color light and our proposed algorithm.
However these errors in depth estimates were not only because of the integration of surface normals, there was exaggeration in slope from green and blue light while the red light underestimated the actual slope. Table 1 shows the root mean square (RMS) error in height for all subjects and for each individual colour light. The RMS error in height shows that the error is minimum while using red light for all subjects and it increases as the wavelength decreases from green towards blue light. Table 1 and 2 also show the improvement in depth estimates and surface normal after application of our algorithm which is explained in section 5. 
Algorithm for improved depth estimate
Since topographic skin recovery error is largely due to interreflection in the wrinkled part of the skin, segmentation of the region of interest (ROI) is necessary before application of the new algorithm. Here this is done by using the watershed algorithm. The accuracy of the watershed algorithm in segmenting the ROI was found to be much better when the height map of the surface was used instead of a more conventional 2D image, which has the tendency to suffer from over segmentation [25] . The surface height map was calculated using a photometric stereo algorithm and was filtered using a 3D Gaussian filter to separate high frequency data from the underlying form. The 3D Gaussian filter function used was simply a product of two Gaussian filters [26] .
The high frequency data was then fed into the watershed algorithm to segment the wrinkle. Fig. 4 shows the result of a segmented wrinkle for one of the subjects.
(a) (b) The algorithm works by scaling gradients at wrinkled regions. The segmented line from the watershed algorithm provides the points where the gradients need to be scaled. The gradients from red light were used for the whole surface and then the algorithm modifies the gradient map by adding scaled gradients at the wrinkled region only. This modified gradient map is used to calculate interim height map using the Frankot Chellappa's technique. This interim height map has values close to ground truth at the wrinkled region only. These values are substituted in the height map obtained from red light; this way the overall surface stays undisturbed except at the wrinkled region where there was underestimation of depth due to interreflection. The following pseudo code explains the steps involved in improvement of depth estimates.
Algorithm: Proposed algorithm to improve depth estimate Input: 12 images ( 4 from each color light) Output: height Z r .
1. Get location of segmented points (i x , i y ). 2. Calculate gradients from each color light p red , q red , p green , q green , p blue, q blue . for all pixels a) T1 = (p red + (p green + p blue ) / 2 ) /2 b) T2 = (q red + (q green + q blue ) / 2 ) /2 end for 3. Put G1 = p red and G2 = q red for all i x , i y 4. G1(i x , i y ) = T1 (i x , i y ) 5. G2(i x , i y ) = T2 (i x , i y ) end for 6. Calculate height z a from gradients G1,G2 7. Calculate height z red from gradients p red , q red 8. Put Z r = z red for all i x , i y a) Z r (i x , i y ) = min { z a (i x , i y ) , z red (i x , i y ) } end for
The algorithm minimized the errors when compared to white light and each R, G, B lights as shown in Table 1 and 2. Also the recovered shape of wrinkle from our algorithm counteracts the effects of any over and underestimation of wrinkle depth as shown in Fig. 5 . The dotted line shows the ground truth from replica and the solid line profile is from the proposed algorithm. Overall the error was minimum for our algorithm when compared to all colour lights and subjects; however the accuracy of algorithm is currently dependent on the segmentation process. 
Quantification Parameters
The skin microrelief is anisotropic and changes with increasing age [27] . Most of the 3D imaging techniques to date have used the parameters defined by the metal industry for quantification of skin microrelief. The parameters used are defined in the ISO 468, ISO 4287 and DIN 4762-4768 for the characterization of metal surface [28] . The anisotropy and irregularity of skin relief makes characterization of skin different from metal that is why not all parameters are used for quantification of skin microrelief. It would be interesting to see how the surface and 3D aerial parameters defined in the ISO 25718 [29] help in characterization and quantification of skin relief. Especially the volumetric parameters: Peak material volume (V mp ), Core material volume (V mc ), Core void volume (V vc ), Valley void volume (V vv ). The most commonly used parameters for roughness evaluation are R a , R z , R p , R t [30] . These parameters have been used for analysis of age, effects of moisturizers, botox, sun damage, and have proved to be useful in characterization of before and after effects of treatments. Here we used three samples of forehead wrinkles representing low, moderate and high wrinkle states. Standard metal roughness parameters R a , R q , R ku , R sk , R p , R v (Arithmetic mean, root mean square, kurtosis, skewness, largest profile peak height, largest profile valley depth respectively) along with Fractal box counting and power spectrum based techniques were used to quantify skin topography. Table 3 shows the quantitative comparison of three skin samples using conventional and fractal based technique. Unlike the conventional parameters for roughness analysis the fractal based technique does not require any high/ low pass filtering, and is independent of the anisotropy of skin ( the orientation of surface does not affect the quantification) and makes use of complete 3D skin topography. Fractal dimension is a non-integer dimension between the Euclidean dimension and it depends on the complexity of the surface. Fractal dimension for profiles exit between 1 < D f < 2 and for surfaces it lies between 2 < D f < 3, it is equal to Euclidean dimension of 1 for a straight line, 2 for a flat plane and 3 for a cube. The power spectrum based fractal calculation was done using the Gwyddion software [31] . In the cube counting method for calculating fractal dimension, cubes of size (s) are counted which cover the whole surface. The cube size is then varied and the number of interesting cubes N is counted. The log of cube count Log(N(s)) is then plotted against Log(1/s) and the slope of the resulting plot gives the required fractal dimension. Fig 6 (a) -(c) shows the variation of cube size in the cube mesh as it covers the whole surface. A comparison of skin roughness analysis using the conventional parameters and Fractal based technique shows that the resulting fractal dimension can be used in conjunction with 2d roughness parameters for quantitative evaluation different wrinkle severities. 
Conclusion
Current classification systems for wrinkles and microrelief in general are inadequate as a result of their qualitative nature and inherent problems with inter-user reproducibility. 3D in vivo profilometry provides objective analysis of skin microrelief and enables clinicians to predict and analyse the limitations and efficacy of various aesthetic procedures. The last decade has seen a shift toward 3D non invasive and in vivo measurements of skin roughness, however whilst numerous 3D techniques have been developed and used, none of them has been adopted as a standard. We have proposed a photometric stereo based technique for quantitative assessment of skin topography. Compared to other 3D imaging techniques it is economical, provides fast acquisition for everyday clinical usage and can easily recover skin colour and topographical information. A new algorithm is proposed for interreflection removal in skin with varying reflectance and BRDF. The algorithm uses spectral and BRDF variation to overcome interreflections and has proven to work with both light and dark skin subjects. Fractals and conventional 2D profile analysis were also performed on different wrinkle states for quantitative assessment. The fractal based technique provided an added advantage over 2D roughness measurements by making use of complete 3D surface information and also did not require any high or low pass filtering.
